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Introduction

The Judith-poet went to some lengths in order to ensure acceptance of Judith's role as a killer, even though her victim is the army general besieging her people, for the text would miss its aim if the readers were to 'feel differently about a woman doing something consciously cruel because of society's expectations of the "gentle", nurturing sex'. Perhaps the perception that fatal violence is more monstrous when committed by a woman is the reason why many critics have found a literal interpretation of the story of Judith (considered apocryphal by Protestants, but belonging to the Old Testament canon for Catholics, including Anglo-Saxons, as attested by Ælfric), less plausible than an allegorical reading; a female hero who seeks out and decapitates the enemy with his own sword is not compatible with the still wide-spread image of Anglo-Saxon peace-weaving and cup-bearing ladies. Some recent scholarship, including the work of Sklute, Enright and Eshleman, has interpreted the peace-weaver as an influential diplomat in military and political issues, as opposed to the woman being merely the 'deposit' in a marriage between rivalling clans. Queens, like Wealhtheow in Beowulf, can arguably be interpreted as central figures maintaining power and cohesion within a warband. The universality of this political role among Germanic chieftains' wives has been demonstrated by Enright. Nevertheless, representations of women themselves physically engaging in bloodshed are very exceptional in Anglo-Saxon literature. Indeed, the very words wepman, and waepnedman for 'man', as opposed to wifman for 'woman', suggest that martial activity was really a male business.
Christine Thijs

Author and Audience

No one can ever wholly escape the Platonic cave of his/her contemporaneity and thus the reader approaches everything through the lenses provided by the prejudices, emotional and mental frameworks of the 'Great Narratives' with which he/she grew up. In the same way, the author's life experience, of which gender is a large component, has a significant impact on the content, form and agenda of the text. As Klinck concludes in her study of poetic markers in relation to the gender of an author, there is no evidence suggesting the anonymous works are female- rather than male-authored, because there are no reliable tests. However, there is no reason to exclude the possibility – as is in principle the case with all anonymous work – that the Old English Judith-poet was a woman.

Male or female, the author would in all probability have envisaged a mixed audience; there is no justification for assuming that a text was written for a single sex audience unless the content explicitly indicates this. Shepherd suggests that the Old English Judith may have been intended as a 'mirror for Princesses', which supports the notion of an active rather than a merely passive role for female royalty. In this context it should be remembered that Hrabanus Maurus, Alcuin's Frankish student, dedicated his commentary on the biblical Book of Judith to the Frankish Empress Judith. In fact, four scholars have suggested that the Old English Judith was written specifically in honour of Æðelflæd, Lady of the Mercians, who, after the death of her husband Æthelred of Mercia, successfully led the Mercian army into battle against the Vikings between 915 and 918. While female military leaders were certainly rather exceptional, female writers – albeit of Latin rather than Old English – such as Eadburg, Bucge, Leoba, Ælflæd, and Berhtgyd should not be considered exceptions in an otherwise male world of literary production, but rather as a few known names confirming the notion of a much larger group of female authors than is usually acknowledged.

Against an Exclusively Allegorical Reading

How shall we interpret Judith: as an allegory of the Church, Ecclesia, in accordance with Hrabanus Maurus, as the exemplum of triumphant virginity, following Aldhelm's and Ælfric's interpretation, or as a literal or even historical narrative with a real woman as protagonist?
The fact that the unique texts of Beowulf and Judith survive in the Nowell codex (later bound together with the Southwick codex in London, British Library, MS Cotton Vitellius A. xv), has led to the two texts often being studied in conjunction. Moreover, the hand that copied Judith is identical to the one which copied the second part of Beowulf (l. 1939 to the end). With regard to sword-wielding females, Chance suggests that the Beowulf-poet 'perhaps agrees that a female protagonist can avert horrible consequences for her warlike behavior only when she functions as a heroic emblem of the Church or like the warrior of Christ battling the Devil – like Judith, Juliana, and Elene in the religious epics'. However, the extent to which elements in Beowulf can be adduced in support of interpretations of Judith should not be overestimated. Indeed, doubts can be raised as to whether the two texts were connected in any way (other than the scribal overlap) during Anglo-Saxon times.

Patristic and medieval commentators widely used allegorical readings, and these greatly influenced Anglo-Saxon poets, whose allegorical use of animals is illustrated amply by such texts as The Phoenix, The Panther, and The Whale. In narrative texts, such as Beowulf and Judith, there is, however, the danger that the more straightforward interpretation becomes neglected or even denied. The abstraction resulting from a purely allegorical interpretation reduces the characters to religious types to such an extent that they are no longer human. Shepherd entirely opposes an allegorical reading: 'Of all the surviving [Old English poetic] treatments of the Bible, Judith is the one most empty of theological and typological implication'. Supportive of a literal narrative reading is the 'cinematographic' narrative technique used for the battle scene; this very Anglo-Saxon addition, in which the action is portrayed visually, is reminiscent of other heroic poetry such as the Battle of Maldon and the Battle of Brunanburh, neither of which can reasonably be viewed as religious allegories. This seems a strong indication that the poet intended to present a celebration of traditional epic qualities.

Griffith positively asserts that the characters are too real, too human to be reduced to types: 'Judith is wise, but not a typification of wisdom, and Holofernes is devilish, but not simply a mask of Satan', yet in his opinion the poet is sensitive to allegorical depiction in biblical commentaries but not writing in that tradition. A considerable number of medieval discussions on the Old Testament book of Judith (including works by Ambrose, Jerome, Isidore, Hrabanus Maurus, Fulgentius, Prudentius, Dracontius, and Aldhelm) survive. Many contain a typological or allegorical reading. Griffith observes that the Judith-poet's
treatment of the source is similar to that of the Exodus-poet, yet that he/she 'avoids explicit reference to allegorical interpretations from patristic commentary' and instead creates a 'simple exemplum of the triumph of Christian faith over the power of evil'.

It has often been assumed that Judith is based solely on the Vulgate version, but Griffith's comparative analysis shows that the Old Latin Bible (Vetus Latina) offers, in many instances, a considerably fuller source for Judith than the Vulgate. The poet may have had access to more than one Latin version. Until the Vulgate was firmly based on the recension which is best transmitted in the Codex Amiatinus, there was no standardisation. Irish Bibles exerted a great influence on some vernacular texts in Anglo-Saxon England. The liberties the poet took with his/her sources make it impossible to determine their precise identity. Furthermore he/she demonstrably incorporates images and symbolism occurring in Carolingian and Anglo-Saxon biblical commentaries, and is generally considered to be a highly talented and individualistic poet making use of his/her sources in an integrated and discriminating way.

All this suggests a considerable level of formal learning, as well as intellectual sophistication, which makes it difficult to rule out an allegorical approach. The integration of the historical and the eternal, and the view that temporal conflicts are a participation in the spiritual battle between God and Satan, are in accordance with the Tyconian tradition of commentators (known in Anglo-Saxon England via Augustine's De doctrina Christiana and which heavily influenced Bede and many others). This approach to exegesis and historical thinking would later also form the basis for the concepts of the miles Christi and the Holy War. Swanton discusses the evolution from the early heroic culture, where comitatus was not yet based on race, national identity or possession of land, towards the late Anglo-Saxon and feudal position, where those situated outside one's own realm, and certainly outside the realm of Christianity, were considered as foreign, enemies, and even evil and satanic, as is indeed the case with the portrayal of the Vikings in the Battle of Maldon, and Ælfric's Life of St Edmund. In this climate St Martin's pacifist concept of the spiritual miles Christi ('Christi miles sum, pugnare mihi non licet') rapidly changed towards that of a physical soldier of Christ, defending his native land and later even conquering new land, all in the name of Christ. As Swanton points out, 'ecclesiastical opposition to "justifiable" bloodshed was increasingly muted'. Anglo-Saxon monks were not supposed to engage in military conflicts but penalties were trivial when the action consisted of defence against Viking, and therefore heathen, invaders.
In this light one can agree with Astell, who, contrary to many scholars, argues that the Christological allegory of the poem is perfectly compatible with a militaristic tropology, and this without requiring a deconstruction of the unity of the poem. She points out that 'clearly the English at the time of Bede and Ælfric had little difficulty in connecting the allegory of salvation, so often described as a battle against the foe, with actual defensive warfare against pagan invaders', and refers to the passage in Bede's *Historia ecclesiastica* (I.20) where an army of Britons 'still wet with baptismal water and full of faith in the Easter triumph, advances under the leadership of Bishop Germanus against the vastly superior forces of the invading Picts and Saxons, and miraculously overcomes them'. Furthermore, Ælfric recommends Judith as a role-model in the spiritual but also clearly in the literal and physical sense: 'eow mannum to bysne' – and again we should probably bear in mind that 'man' can apply to mixed groups of men and women – 'hæt ge eowerne eard mid wæpnum bewerinan wið onwinnende here'. It does not change the case that Ælfric was referring to his own homily on the book Judith (with Judith as a model of chastity), rather than to the poem.

To reject entirely an allegorical reading of *Judith* would be to deprive the text of a depth that was certainly a plausible consideration for its author. Chance makes a strong case for allegorical readings of *Juliana, Elene*, and indeed also of *Judith*. Nelson suggests the reading of *Judith* as the 'story of a secular saint', while Griffith also acknowledges the epic elements, referring to the poem as an 'amalgam of Christian saint's life and vernacular heroic form, exemplary in purpose, and perhaps for a secular audience'. Along similar lines, Belanoff argues for Judith to be regarded at the same time as a sacred and as a secular heroine. In my opinion, her sacred attributes allow the audience to associate her with allegorical representations, while her secular side roots her in the realm of convincing human characters. It is, however, impossible to state confidently that a poem with human and monstrous protagonists cannot, next to a literal narrative meaning, contain an allegorical level or 'allegorical moments'; the lack of consistency is not a conclusive counter-argument.

**Feminine rather than Fe-male Heroism**

*Traditional heroes*

Hill defines Anglo-Saxon heroic poetry as 'a tradition of narrative poetry [...] which celebrates the mighty deeds of heroes, whose socially determined code of
honour is tested in circumstances commonly involving physical risk'. The poem clearly refers to the epic tradition in form, diction and content, and Judith certainly performed a mighty deed: returning home with the head of the enemy leader Holofernes, she encouraged her people to such an extent that the men, who had previously not dared to fight, stormed the Assyrians' camp and won an easy victory. Infiltrating the Assyrian camp, with only her maid for company, carried the obvious risks of being injured, killed, or, worse, violated. In order to kill Holofernes she even willingly agreed to his desire that she enter his private tent. Swanton argues that there was no real threat to her chastity, since Holofernes was utterly impotent in his drunken stupor, but that is very much a comment with the advantage of hindsight; upon entering the camp Judith must have been fully aware that every Assyrian represented danger to her body, her honour and ultimately her soul.

The only problem with applying Hill's definition of a hero to Judith is the socially determined code of honour. Did an Anglo-Saxon audience find it acceptable that a lady of her social status should behave in such a way? Even though 'Germanic secular literature has normally afforded a dignified and often instrumental role for women in its (admittedly male-dominated) heroic depictions of society', sword-wielding women in the surviving literature are rarely positive characters or of aristocratic status. In the description of Grendel's mother the Beowulf-poet briefly refers to women in a martial context. While it has been convincingly argued, as discussed above, that some high-placed Anglo-Saxon women had considerable influence on political and therefore, if need be, martial affairs, as illustrated by Æðelflæd, it is very unusual to see a woman actually executing violence with her own hands. Even Modthryth, the young queen criticised in Beowulf for being overly aggressive, did not kill the men who dared gaze at her: she ordered them to be put to death (1933-40a).

Another essential attribute of a traditional hero is a comitatus of retainers, part of the socially determined code of honour in Hill's definition. Judith's lack of comitatus is one of Griffith's objections to viewing Judith as an epic heroine. Admittedly she is not the official leader of the Bethulians, but upon her return she does exhort them to battle. As Magennis observes, she is able to give orders ('bebead', 144, and 'het', 171). Her exhortations, such as 'fyllan floctogan fagum sweordum' (194), and especially 'Berað linde forð / bord for breostum' (191b-192a), are arguably reminiscent of Byrthnoth's instructions to his men, for example: 'and bæd þæt hyra randas rihte heoldon / fæste mid folman' (Battle of Maldon 20-21). Yet at other times she employs gentle, polite, and therefore
more stereotypically feminine phrases of requesting, for example: 'nu ic gumena gehwæne [. . .] biddan wylle' (186-87), which can, however, be no less compelling, as is also demonstrated by Wealhtheow in Beowulf: 'dryhtguman doð swa ic bidde' (1231). The multitude that gather upon her return is reflected stylistically by a mixture of familiar epic features peppered with unusual elements. As Stanley observes: [This is] a rare example of movement achieved less by verbs than by [. . .] an unusually dense massing of nomina [. . .] reflecting the tumultuous rushing of the joyful Israelites towards the victorious Judith':

\[\text{Pa wurdon bliðe - burhsittinge, syðdan hi gehyrdon } \text{hu seo halige spræc}
\text{ofer heanne weall. Here wæs on lustum; wið þæs fæstengeates } \text{folc onette,}
\text{wears wif somod, } \text{wornum ond heapum,}
\text{ðreatum ond ðrymmum } \text{þrungon ond urnal}
\text{ongean ða þeodnes mægð } \text{þusendmælum}
\text{ealde ge geonge. (159-66)}\]

The welcome she receives here is more affectionate than in either of the biblical sources, and it must be a deliberate adaptation on the part of the poet. Ultimately, when Judith exhorts the Bethulians to go into battle against the Assyrians, they do as she bids, which makes them no less her retainers than the Mercian warriors were Æthelflæd's or indeed than Hrothgar's were also Wealhtheow's.

Wisdom

Kaske refers to Isidore of Seville's definition of a hero, which calls for a combination of the virtues sapientia and fortitudo:

\[\text{Heroicum enim carmen dictum quod eo virorum fortium res}
\text{et factura narratur. Nam heroes appellantur viri quasi aerii et}
\text{caelo digni propter sapientiam et fortitudinem.}\]

While the Latin vir is the equivalent of the OE wer rather than of man (which would be homo), the maleness of Isidore's heroes does not indicate the impossibility of female heroism, but reflects the reality that heroic deeds and
martial matters were typically the domain of men. Isidore's requirement of sapientia and strength is fulfilled by the Judith-poet. The Vetus Latina version contains more references to Judith's wisdom than the Vulgate. Kaske discusses the Old English Judith's wisdom, and notes that her strength is mainly a constancy of mind, rather than brawn (which would masculinise her). A large number of epithets refer to her wisdom and her determination: 'gleaw on gehponce' (prudent in mind, 13), 'ferhðogleawe' (prudent, 41), 'ða snoteran idese' (the wise lady, 55), ' Brymful' (glorious, 74), 'pa weard hyre rume on mode' (then it became spacious in her mind, 97), 'searoðoncol mægð' (the shrewd woman, 145), 'seo gleawe' (the prudent one, 171), 'þurh Iudïðe gleawe lære' (through Judith's prudent advice, 333), 'þære beorhtan idese [. . .] gearðoncolre' (to the ready-witted bright lady, 340-41). In the latter phrase, the word beorht really seems to approximate the modern 'bright' in the sense of 'intelligent'. Her wisdom, as Griffith remarks, is, however, not equal to that of traditional Germanic women: it is not prophetic, which would involve magic or fortune-telling; on the contrary, her wisdom is miraculous, entirely based on her unconditional faith. The only prophetic streak Judith can possibly be credited with is her knowledge of Christ and the Trinity:

\[
\text{Ic } ðe, \text{ frymða god, ond frofre gæst,}
\]
\[
\text{bearn alwaldan, biddan wylle (83-84) }
\]

This type of anachronism is not unusual, as the Church Fathers saw the Old Testament as a prefiguration of the New. Gregory the Great, who was very influential on the Anglo-Saxon Church, wrote in one of his Homilies on Ezechiel that the Old Testament saints were saved by their faith in the future passion and resurrection of Christ since they loved and believed in Christ before he came.

**Gender**

Conventional heroic features cause unconventional elements to conflict sharply. In this way, recognisably heroic battle scenes help to emphasise the most unusual nature of Judith's battle with Holofernes: (1) he is not an acceptable lord; he gets excessively drunk, mistrusts his retainers (as expressed by the 'two-way mirror' mosquito net), and inspires fear so that his men do not dare to disturb him at a time of crisis. (2) He is slain in his sleep, which is the antithesis of a heroic death in the heat of battle. (3) His heroic slayer is a woman whose femininity, rather
than the masculine aspects of her action, is emphasised. This seems, however, not unproblematic.

The Anglo-Saxon Judith-poet, makes no attempt to masculinise his heroine, but on the contrary emphasises her femininity: she acts as much as possible as a noble female and her heroic epithets are, as Magennis observes, always accompanied by a feminising noun, for example: 'ides ellenrof' ('the brave lady', 109 and 146), 'mægð modigre' ('a courageous woman' 334), 'collenférhðe eadhreðige mægð' ('bold triumphant ladies' 135). The poet strives, as Magennis astutely put it, to avoid her becoming 'either monstrous or some kind of honorary male'. The feminine representation includes female weakness when it comes to weapon-wielding. She is presented as nervous and frightened, and it is only through her piety and prayer that she manages to gather the necessary resolve to perform the deed that to a man would have been too easy to be honourable. Here, as elsewhere, the language and style reflects the unconventional content: hypermetrical lines, no epic formulas, hardly any poetic diction, and the lack of appositional phrases allow the scene to gather momentum.

In addition, the actual beheading could apparently not be performed by an ordinary woman. The crucial phrase is 'ides ælfscinu' ('noble lady of elven brightness'). Was the act of killing a man felt as such a transgression of the boundaries of femininity that Judith temporarily also needed to transgress the boundary of humanity and take on elvish qualities? This theory would be even more attractive if the word 'ælfscinu' were to occur at the crucial moment of the actual beheading, rather than in l. 14a where it is said that it has now been four days since she first sought him out in his own camp. Not Judith but Holofernes transgresses species boundaries: she beheads 'bone hæðenan hund' ('the heathen dog' 110). Or possibly the deceitful way in which she created the opportunity to kill him, rather than the decapitation, was felt to be transgressive. The Judeo-Christian tradition depicts a number of women as deceiving, tricking, and bringing down men by seduction and temptation, starting with Eve. However, the otherwise intact image of the virtuous, pious and wise Judith perhaps did not allow for this incongruity without the insertion of some supernatural element. Swanton argues for the negative connotations of the 'self-' part of the compound, stating that it touches on the 'Gebiet des Unheimlichen' and contains 'magische und somit gefährliche Untertöne'. He refers to the Beowulf-poet's inclusion of the elves among the evil races descending from Cain. Jente discusses the element in other compounds, such as 'ælfadl' ('nightmare'), 'ælfesiden' ('nightmare'), 'ælfðone' ('nightshade'), all of which convey a sense of elves being connected
with fear, illness, madness, and death. A negative layer of meaning could also be attributed to -sciene by association with the word 'scinna' ('evil spirit'), which appears in *Beowulf* in the phrase 'scuccum and scinnum' ('demons and evil spirits', 939).

Others, however, such as Stuart and Griffith, have argued for a positive interpretation of the word, along the lines of 'wonderfully beautiful', supported by the fact that *Ælf* is a popular element in Anglo-Saxon names (e.g. *Ælfric, Ælflæd, Ælfwine, Ælfred*, etc). The second element, -sciene ('shining brightness'), is also generally used in a positive light, which Griffith illustrates quoting 'sunscline' ('radiant as the sun', *Juliana* 229), 'wiltescience' ('shining with beauty', *Genesis* B 527), and the epithet 'mæg ælfscieno' for Sarah ('a woman beautiful as an elf', *Genesis A* 1827 and 2731) as descriptions of feminine beauty.

The phrase 'a beorhtan idese' ('the bright lady', 58b, see also 254 and 340) equally attributes brightness to her, which could be in the sense of physical beauty, if taken as reported thought of Holofernes and the Assyrians. If, however, this is to be read as the voice of the narrator, the sense is probably referring to moral virtue rather than mere physical beauty. Swanton relates Judith's brightness here to that of Eve and her role as temptress (*Genesis B*, 626-27, 700-01, 821-22), taking her dress and jewellery (36b-37a), as well as the arrangement of her hair ('wundenlocc', 'with twisted hair', 77, 103) to be further features of seduction.

Yet the rings and bracelets form part of the description of a traditional Anglo-Saxon lady: 'Wealhþæow [. . .] cynna gemyndig, / grette goldhroden, guman' (612-14) and 'beaghroden cwen' (623). The jewellery is equally applied to the virgin in lyric 9 of *Christ I*, while the adjective 'wundenlocc' also refers to the Jews' hair in general (325).

Griffith highlights the Vulgate statement that Judith's beauty was miraculously increased by the virtue of her purpose (10.4). With the 'ælf-' compound the poet may have been substituting the original miraculous element with a native supernatural reference: the mythological race of elves and the magic associated with them. In any case, the governing noun 'ides', the normal Old English word for 'lady', seems to confine our heroine to the realm of respectable and positive humans. In conclusion, one could not go further than acknowledge both the positive elements and the scope for uncomfortable 'elvish' layers of meaning. As Swanton says about women's role in general, Judith in the Assyrian camp is 'attraktiv und schrecklich zugleich'.
Feminine Heroism in the Old English Judith

Feminism and Stereotypes

Of the biblical Book Judith it has been said, from a feminist viewpoint, that 'it is almost too good to be true', but this is not the case for the Old English poem, or at least not in a straightforward way. I disagree with Swanton's assessment that Judith represents 'einen militanten Feminismus', but would be happy to emphasise the 'spezifisch weibliche Eigenschaften' which he also acknowledges. The Anglo-Saxon Judith is much less 'a threat to gender divisions' than her biblical counterpart: the element of sexual seduction is carefully edited out, and Holofernes' own lust and drunken stupor deliver him helpless into her hands. Magennis has demonstrated how the Judith-poet negotiates the stigma associated with a woman entering the male territory of heroic violence by portraying her as passive, vulnerable and frightened; her success is due solely to God's help. Even the beheading itself is described as clumsy and inexpert: with the sword in hand she takes twenty lines to prepare and pray for help in killing her sleeping opponent. She lacks the physical strength to be a warrior; to convey this the poet elaborated the biblical detail that she needs to hack at his neck twice:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Sloh } \delta a & \text{ wundenlocc} \\
\text{þone feondsceadæn [ . . . ]} \\
[ . . . ] & \text{þæt heo healfne forcearf} \\
\text{þone sweoran [ . . . ]} \\
[ . . . ] & \text{Næs } \delta a \text{ dead } \overset{\text{þ}a}{\text{ gyt [ . . . ]}} \\
[ . . . ] & \text{Sloh } \delta a \text{ eornoste} \\
\text{idæ ellenrof } & \overset{\text{o}r{\text{p}}\text{re siðe}}{\text{idæ llenrof ellenrof oþre siðe}} \\
\text{þone hæðenan hund, } & \overset{\text{æt him } \overset{\text{þæt heafod wand}}{\text{æt him heafod wænd}}}{}
\end{align*}
\]

In the Vulgate this passage reads simply: 'et percussit bis in cervicem eius et abscidit caput eius' (13.10); the Old Latin version contains essentially the same: 'et percussit in cervice ejus bis [or: semel et iterum] in virtute sua, et abstulit caput ejus ab illo.' In addition, the Anglo-Saxon Judith has too much emotional sensitivity to be a warrior, as is expressed repeatedly in her prayers. The Old Testament Judith is emotionally much more robust, cool under pressure, using her beauty to manipulate her victim, and, though pious and grateful for God's help, much more in control of the situation.
Christine Thijs

The following passage from Bede's account of the peace of King Edwin implies that being a woman with a child was the most vulnerable situation in which one could find oneself:

Tanta autem eo tempore pax in Brittania [. . .] fuisset perhibetur ut, sicut usque hodie in proverbio dicitur, etiam si mulier una cum recens nato parvulo vellet totam perambulare insulam a mari ad mare, nullo se ledente valeret.76

Tacitus describes displays of female vulnerability as an encouragement to men facing their enemies in battle,77 which also features in Wulfstan's *Sermo Lupi*. In the latter the urgent call to piety motivated by the approaching Doomsday contains a scarcely concealed Germanic call to valour through the image of a man forced to watch his kinswoman being raped.78 Both examples are very effective at encouraging the warriors, be it through virtue or bravery in battle, to protect what they hold dear. Heroic poetry has a similar function: it presents men with heroes as role models and with images of respectable but vulnerable women for whom the heroes fight courageously, if necessary to the death, and from whom they receive important gifts and support in their ambitions. The epic poet celebrates male heroic behaviour and encourages women to encourage men. The Old English Judith, more than her counterpart, is lady-like; her character is developed from the notion that it has really come to something if a lady (not just any woman, but an, aristocratic and therefore respectable one) needs to go out into the enemy camp with all the risks that entails, in order to initiate military action; it is thus arguably meant to shock men into martial bravery.

Yet stereotypes are not an entirely rigid concept, but one that is to be broken – and, one might argue, therewith reinforced – in extreme circumstances. At Beowulf’s funeral not only the women but the Geatish men too were crying and mourning openly: 'hæleð hiofende [. . .]' ('the men, lamenting, [. . .]' 3142); 'Higum unrote / modoare mændon' ('with a sad spirit they uttered their grief' 3148-49); extreme disaster, such as the death of the famous but heirless king and, linked with it, the seemingly unavoidable annihilation of the tribe by its enemies, calls for extreme reactions: the men abandon their stereotype of 'locking up emotions in their hearts' as is prescribed in the gnomic part of the *Wife's Lament*,79 and for once surrender to feelings of despair. Similarly, Judith's excursion into the enemy camp is a-stereotypical. Her people have already spent
days under siege without water, and annihilation is rapidly approaching. Her transgression of the stereotype, however, differs from that of the Geatish men in an important aspect: since she is a pious Christian woman, for all of her nervousness, she does not despair, yet instead trusts in God to the extreme. The physical risks to which she exposes herself are considerable. However, the poet allows us insight into her mind and faith; there is no doubt about God's protection: 'Heo ðær ða gearwe funde / myndbyr(d) æt ðam mæran þeodne' (2-3); 'Ne wolde þæt wuldres dema / geðafian [. . .] ac he him þæs ðinges gestyrde' (59-60). The reader knows that Judith's success is guaranteed, and so in fact does she, since her faith is so strong; one could claim, therefore, that she was not in any danger at all whilst in the Assyrian camp.

This duality occurs in other facets as well. Judith is brave and heroic in an active, almost masculine way, taking military action, carrying out an attack on the enemy, yet simultaneously the poet emphasises her fragility which she acknowledges in her prayer, her passivity (she is brought to Holofernes' tent at his command, not going there at her own initiative), her feminine waiting for an opportunity (it is already her fourth day in the Assyrian camp), and her manoeuvring the body to allow for an easy kill ('hu heo bone atolan eaðost mihte / ealdre benæman', 75 and 'swa heo þæs unlaedan eaðost mihte / wel gewealdan' 102-03). The latter is distinctly unheroic in all aspects: it would have been considered most dishonourable for a hero to drag his opponent by the hair, to kill him in his sleep (as Grendel's mother does to Æschere), and to need two strikes to sever a sleeping man's head. Swanton applies the shame of the actual beheading, 'bysmerlice' ('shamefully', 100), to both Holofernes and Judith. For a male hero this scenario would indeed be shameful. However, it is exactly by emphasising her feminine vulnerability and lack of skill at sword-wielding that the poet succeeds in re-creating his protagonist as a lady who, in spite of her gender, manages to perform an heroic act rather than confidently acting like a masculine heroine.

**Humility and Christianity**

The effectiveness of the poem as an exemplary and inspirational narrative is based on the Christian concept of total humility vis-à-vis God. Humility is assumed of the audience and repeatedly highlighted as one of Judith's features. Judith is the opposite of Beowulf in this respect: she does not promote herself as
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qualified for the job of assassin of the enemy; she does not boast about her strength or about any previous achievements. Instead she openly admits in her prayer to weakness and nervousness: 'torne on mode' (grievously in mind, 93b) and 'hate on hredo minum' (hotly in my heart, 94a). God rewards this humility by granting her strength 'pa wearp hyre rum on mode' (then it became spacious in her mind, 97b). Humility can also be discerned in Judith's speech: she is not boastful or self-important, yet is nevertheless authoritative, as can be gleaned from the verbs 'bebed' ('commanded', 144) and 'het' ('ordered', 147 and 171) and from the fact that the Bethulians obeyed her orders. Judith's humility is also reflected stylistically. For example, in the first few lines of the poem (as it stands) God or epithets for God frequently occupy the a-verse, while Judith herself is referred to mainly by means of pronouns in the b-verse:

Heo ðær ða gearwe funde
myndbyrd et ðam maeran þeodne, þa heo ahet mæste þearfe
hyldo þæs hehstan deman, þæt he hie wið þæs hehstan brogan
gefriðode, Frymða waldend. Hyre þæs fæder on roderum
torhtmod þæð gefremede, þe heo ahet trumne geleafan
a to ðam ælmihtigan. (2-7)

The main action is clearly divine; Judith the woman is instrumental. The emphasis on God's support and on her constant faith, expressed in her prayer for aid and mercy before and during the killing, and in her giving thanks after the event, clearly depicts her as a humble, pious person rather than as a more traditional Germanic type of epic heroine, proud of her own achievement.

Conclusion

For the Bethulian victory there was, as Swanton observes, no practical need to kill Holofernes: the Assyrians had already been put to flight before Holofernes' death was discovered. Yet Judith's deed was essential to effect the metamorphosis of the Bethulian men from a dejected despairing crowd into a courageous band of warriors resolved to fight for their freedom. Christianising the figure of Judith is an important part of securing approval for her unusual features, both as a heroic figure and as a lady. Similar to her Old Testament model, she is depicted as pious and clearly bestowed with God's approval; who are we, as readers, to raise
eyebrows over her actions? Her piety and humility, expressed in prayer before she is summoned, her prayer with sword in hand (while the tension rises, and the risk of discovery increases), and an elaborate prayer of thanks, acknowledging that she could not have achieved her victory without God's help, repeatedly reinforce the principle that whatever she did was according to God's will. Her faith and piety also help to emphasise her femininity in the stereotypical sense: the whole event is a trial for her; she is not interested in personal glory and, above all, she is not bloodthirsty, which, while acceptable or even positive in a man, would be monstrous in a woman.
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